
LEAVE THIS BLANK 

This section is usually filled 

out by the victim’s  advocate 

or immigration attorney. 

 
Fill out the information for your 

agency’s designated certifying official.  



You can & should certify for multiple 

offenses when present.  

 Describe the activity here. Make 

copies of all available reports &  

supporting documentation and 

attach.  

Be as specific as possible, 

highlighting visible injuries observed 

(even if not photographed). Include 

any mental injury you are aware of, 

as well.  



Helpfulness/cooperation can include (but is 

not limited to): 

 Reporting a crime  

 Making a police report (or 

attempting to do so) 

 Providing information to law 
enforcement on scene (or 
attempting to do so—ex. can’t 

find an interpreter) 

 Seeking a protective order 

 Calling police to enforce a 

protective order 

 Helping law enforcement to 

identify a perpetrator 

 Providing a statement, pictures, 

or other documents 

 Testifying at hearings 

 Disclosing perpetrator’s history of 
violence or other criminal activity 

if applicable 

 

This requirement is satisfied EVEN IF: 

 There was no further 

investigation of a reported crime 

 Victim reports a past crime that 
they did not feel safe to report in 

the moment  

 The perpetrator is subject to 

immigration proceedings 

 Victim does not testify as a 

witness 

 Victim has criminal history 

 The victim and/or perpetrator is 

dead 

 Victim is subject to immigration 

enforcement 

 Victim only fully discloses events 
after better understanding their 
rights or gaining language 

access1 

 
1Refer to: “U-Visa ‘Helpfulness’” Practice 

Advisory from NIWAP 



Because many applications include domestic violence, 

this may likely be the defendant.  

Please sign in blue ink—this should be an 

original signature, NOT a copy or electronic 

signature.  

 

This is merely a certification that you believe 

that they were a victim of a crime. This does 

not automatically mean the victim will be 

granted immigration relief.  




